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This broke our measures; for the march of this
regiment was discovered by the enemy, and they
took the alarm. Upon this I sent to the prince, to
desire he would put off the storm for that night,
and I would answer for it the next day; but the
prince was impatient, and sent orders we should
fall on as soon as the foot came up to us. The
foot marched out of the way, missed us, and fell in
with a road that leads to another part of the town;
and being not able to find us, make an attack upon
the town themselves; but the defendants being
ready for them, received them very warmly, and
beat them off with great loss. I was at a loss now
what to do ; for hearing the guns, and by the noise
knowing it was an assault upon the town, I was
very uneasy to have my share in it; but as I had
learnt under the king of Sweden punctually to ad-
here to the execution of orders, and my orders
being to lie still till the foot came up with me, I
would not stir if I had been sure to have done never
so much service; but however, to satisfy myself, I
sent to the prince to let him know that I continued
in the same place, expecting the foot, and none
being yet come, I desired further orders. The
prince was a little amazed at this ; and finding
there must be some mistake, came gallopping away
in the dark to the place, and drew off the men;
which was no hard matter, for they were willing
enough to give it over.
As for me, the prince ordered me to come off so
privately, as not to be discovered, if possible, which
I effectually did: and so we were balked for that
night. The next day the prince fell on upon another
quarter with three regiments of foot, but was beaten
off with loss; and the like a third time. At last, the
prince resolved to carry it, doubled his numbers, and
renewing the attack with fresh men, the foot entered

